
Factors that worth to identify when studying 
the characteristic of an old district 
1. general historical background.

2. district layout pattern, with detail.

3. developmental stages and other milestone event.

4. population spectrum including age, incomes and family 
structure.

5. livelihood, business and economical pattern.

6. social class and family mobility.

7. . . . . . . .



Characteristic/Indicator of old districts with special 
social/cultural/heritage value
1. The district has been existed and sustained somewhat in its 

original form without drastic change for a relatively long period.

2. Reflects an unique characteristic of a district as seen in the 
local community, urban environment streetscape, building types 
and appearance etc.

3. Reflects an undisturbed social pattern that forms part of the 
livelihood of the inhabitants for a continuous period.

4. Majority of the remained buildings in the area able to reflect the 
life style and culture of a certain period in the past.

5. Existence of at least one focal point that attracts public interest

6. The district shows distinctive differences with the other urban 
zones forming an identity of itself.

7. Majority of these districts/urban areas are inhabited by common 
citizen (grass root) with relatively low incomes that they find their 
own way to adapt to a difficult living.



Some old districts with distinctive 
identity forming a recent hot issue



Kwun Tong - Yue Man Square





Satellite image of Yue Man Square and its vicinity







Yue Man Square, Kwun Tong



Existing building condition around Yue Man Square





Existing building condition around Yue Man Square



Existing building condition 
around Yue Man Square



Neighborhood condition 
around Yue Man Square









Scenes that show local characteristic







Local market in Shui Wo Street





Other zones in Kwun Tong 
undergoing rapid change





Wanchai - Lee Tung Street

The most bulldozed district with very very
few old buildings remained. The number can 
be countered easily within a dozen.



Wanchai Spring Garden Street/Lee Tung Street redevelopment (2007)





Lee Tung Street 
in mid 2007



Wanchai Spring Garden Street/Lee Tung Street redevelopment (2008)



Wanchai Spring Garden Street/Lee Tung Street redevelopment





Building condition of Lee Tung Street before demolition



Building condition of 
Lee Tung Street 
before demolition



Building condition of Lee Tung Street before demolition



The vanishing of blocks of 
old buildings that have 
been staying there for 
more than 50 years





Local community 
around Wanchai
Road and Spring 
Garden Street that 
give an unique 
identity to the urban 
environment of the 
district







Some traditional stalls and shops that form the 
urban fabric inside the local community of Wanchai





Redevelopment process 
generates a lot of argument 
forming part of the political 
ecology inside a modern city.



Demolition reveals 
some old brickwork 
almost a century ago















Central - Graham Street











Another recent redevelopment project - Graham Street redevelopment





Interesting city background adjacent to Graham Street redevelopment zone



Interesting city background adjacent to Graham Street redevelopment zone



Conditions of the exiting 
community fabric nearby 
Graham Street 
redevelopment zone



Buildings with 
heritage value within 
the redevelopment 
zone?





General roofscape





Identity of local 
community














